
Drama, war 3rd NOVEMBER

LITTLE WOMEN             U
Saoirse Ronan, Emma Watson,   135 mins 

Florence Pugh, Eliza Scanlen, Laura Dern, 

Timothée Chalamet

Drama, romance  MARCH

Biography, drama                    MAY

OFFICIAL SECRETS    15

Bio, crime, drama       MARCH

COLETTE                            15
Keira Knightley, Dominic West     111 mins

Gabrielle Colette (Keira Knightley) is pushed by 

her husband to write novels under his name. On 

their success she fights for recognition.

Bio, drama, history    6th OCTOBER

Keira Knightley, Matt Smith,         112 mins

Matthew Goode, Ralph Fiennes

Leading up to the Iraq War of 2003, British 

intelligence specialist Katharine Gun receives a 

memo from the US enlisting Britain's help to 

compromise UN members to blackmail them into 

voting in favour of an invasion of Iraq. Unable to 

stand by and watch the world be rushed into 

war, Gun makes the gut-wrenching decision to 

leak the memo to the press.

Tom Hanks, Matthew Rhys,          109 mins 

Susan Kelechi Watson, Chris Cooper

1917 15
Dean-Charles Chapman,              119 mins

George MacKay, Daniel Mays, Colin Firth

In a race against time, two British soldiers must 

cross enemy territory to deliver a message to 

stop an attack on hundreds of soldiers, 

including one of their brothers.

Jo March (Saoirse Ronan) reflects back 

and forth on her life, telling the beloved 

story of the March sisters - four young 

women, each determined to live life on her 

own terms.

Based on the novel by Louisa May Alcott.

PARASITE                    15

An Oscar & BAFTA winning dark fairy-tale 

set in Korea. By chance, the Park family, 

the picture of aspirational wealth meet the 

Kim family, rich in street smarts but little 

else. The Kims take advantage of a 

golden opportunity but a parasitic 

interloper threatens the newly formed 

symbiotic relationship.

Comedy, drama, thriller MAY

Jaded magazine writer Tom Junod is 

assigned to profile Fred Rogers, a beloved 

children’s TV star. Junod overcomes his 

scepticism, learning about empathy, 

kindness and decency from America's 

beloved neighbour. Based on the real-life 

friendship between Rogers and Junod. 

A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN PG
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

Kang-ho Song, Sun-kyun Lee,       132 mins

Yeo-jeong Jo

KNIVES OUT              12A
Daniel Craig, Chris Evans,             130 mins

Ana de Armas, Jamie Lee Curtis

The death of crime novelist Harlan Thrombey

is mysterious. Renowned Detective Benoit 

Blanc (Daniel Craig) suspects everyone in the 

wildly dysfunctional family. He must sift 

through a web of lies and red herrings to 

uncover the truth. A witty whodunit to keep 

you guessing until the very end.

Comedy, crime, 

drama APRIL

Roman Griffin Davis,                    108 mins

Thomasin McKenzie, Scarlett Johansson,

Taika Waititi

A WWII satire following a lonely German 

boy whose world view is overturned when 

he discovers his single mother is hiding a 

young Jewish girl in their attic. Aided only by 

his idiotic imaginary friend, Adolf Hitler, Jojo

must confront his blind nationalism.

Comedy, drama, war APRIL

JOJO RABBIT            12A

THE KEEPER                      15
David Kross, Freya Mavor 120 mins

A German PoW’s football skills are spotted by 

Margaret, whose dad gets Bert to play for a local 

team. After the war, Bert’s goal-keeping talent is 

spotted by Manchester City FC. 

Bio, drama, 
romance 8th SEPTEMBER

Any film may change or not be shown


